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RESUMEN: El artículo contiene los problemas de la enseñanza de una programación orientada
a objetos para los estudiantes que estudian en la Facultad de Matemáticas con la especialidad en
pedagogía. La programación orientada a objetos permite aprovechar el enfoque orientado a
objetos no solo en las fases de diseño y desarrollo de los sistemas de software, sino también en
las etapas de su implementación, prueba y mantenimiento. El diseño de proyectos orientados a
objetos de modelado de sistemas y estructuras contribuye a la formación de las habilidades de
los estudiantes para formalizar la tarea, destacando las abstracciones y objetos del dominio del
tema, estructurándolos e implementándolos.
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ABSTRACT: The article contains the problems of teaching an object-oriented programming for
students studying at the Mathematics Faculty with the pedagogy major. Object-oriented
programming allows to take an advantage of the object-oriented approach not only at design and
developing phases of software systems, but also at the stages of their implementation, testing and
maintenance. The object-oriented projects design of modeling systems and structures contributes to
the formation of students' skills in formalizing the task, highlighting the abstractions and objects of
the subject domain, structuring and implementing them.
KEY WORDS: object-oriented programming, object-oriented design, software development visual
components, classes, objects.
INTRODUCTION.
Object-oriented programming (OOP) is the basic part of the curricula for students studying at the
Mathematics Faculty with Pedagogy major (Barkov, 2009; Gainutdinova and Shirokova, 2016;
Shirokova, 2015).
The use of the object-oriented approach creates students’ object thinking. However, here are arisen
a number of problems (Pavlovskaya, 2003). These problems are associated with the complexity of
the studied subject area, inability to identify the necessary classes and objects in it, their
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connections and structures (Shirokova, 2015). There are also the following methodological
problems:
− Training of software design in school and in the first year of the university is based on the
principles of structural programming, which uses functional decomposition of tasks and does not
include an object-oriented approach. These types of training develop a stereotype of procedural
thinking. A complete reorganization of system thinking is necessary while using object
decomposition of tasks. The best methodical solution of this problem is to study object-oriented
programming in parallel with studying the structural at the very beginning of the learning
process: both in school and in the first year of the university.
At the present stage, object-oriented programming (Booch, 2008; Booch, 2007; Yuvarajan, et. al.
2018) is focused on the designing of complex programs; therefore, the developers of software tools,
as a rule, publish the implementation of their software in the form of a «black box». Detailed
description of the stages of object-oriented analysis, design, modeling and developing of this project
is hidden, user have only the external logic of the software. Therefore, there are no good examples
of implementing object-oriented software with explanations on the choice of the solutions.
In relation to the above mentioned, methodical development of examples of the implementation of
object-oriented projects (Barkov, 2009; Gainutdinova and Shirokova, 2016; Shirokova, 2015;
Vikentieva and Polyakova, 2012) in various programming systems by teachers is necessary and
important, as this is the basis for the teacher to transfer his experience to students.
DEVELOPMENT.
Materials and methods of the research.
Problem Statement.
The main building blocks of object-oriented methodology of program analysis and design are
classes and objects (3,10). Classes are abstractions of reality.

During the object-oriented programming course at the Faculty of Mathematics, the main
methodological way of practical classes is to inculcate the basic skills of developing object-oriented
projects. It should be noted that the basis of these projects should be the classes and objects, the
prototypes of which are mathematical structures. The course provides students with creating
projects related, for example, to the implementation of classes of mathematical abstractions and
structures.
The article proposes the development of projects for implementing the class of a mathematical
object «complex number» in various systems of object-oriented programming: C ++ ( Booch, 2007;
Pavlovskaya, 2003; Pobegailo, 2006; Yuvarajan, et al. 2018), Delphi (Darakhvelidze and Markov,
2005; Gainutdinova and Shirokova, 2016; Shirokova, 2015), Python (Beazley, 2016; Cox and
Raspberry, 2014; Gurikov, 2017; Suzie, 2015; Tosi, 2009; Vikentieva and Polyakova, 2012).
The developing of the projects considers the following issues of object-oriented analysis:
− indication of the complexity of the problem
− object-oriented decomposition of the subject area;
− object-oriented analysis and object-oriented design;
− use of the universal modeling language UML for object-oriented modeling;
− implementation of object-oriented technology in a specific programming system;
− implementation of the structure of the object superstructure of the programming system, using
libraries of visual components;
− implementation of the most important classes and their interaction with the operating system.
Methodology.
The developing of the projects contains the concept of the life cycle of a software product, inclosing
the processes, actions and tasks that must be performed when the projects are created (Ivanova,
2011). In the process of object-oriented analysis an enormous amount of attention is given to the
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defining and describing objects in terms of the subject domain. It is proposed to use the UML
system modeling language to develop an object-oriented domain model (Quatrani, 2002). For this
purpose, analysis and design models are used using the basic types of diagrams. Throughout the
process of object-oriented design logical program objects are defined as a future-implemented in a
specific programming system. The resulting program objects are classes and these objects include
attributes, methods, and properties. An important point in the design is a separate description of the
structure and implementation of classes.
The main task in the development of an object-oriented project is to code using a library of visual
components. Moreover, the student must know the hierarchy of components that describes their
interaction; the environment of the program in which the components work; interaction of the
program with the operating system.
The development of projects for implementing a class of complex numbers in various objectoriented environments C ++, Delphi, Python give a teacher an opportunity to solve a number of
methodological tasks:
− conducting object-oriented decomposition of the subject area;
− learning the UML language to build models of analysis and design using the main types of
diagrams;
− identifying logical program objects that will be implemented in various programming systems;
− analyzing the programming systems, implementing the complex number class and program
structure, using the features of the specific environment;
− creating object-oriented projects using the features of libraries of visual components of specific
environments.

An important methodological aspect is that each next project in the new software system is based
on the knowledge gained in the creation of previous projects. Development of object-oriented
models using the UML language, project module codes, using of right rules of naming of identifiers
and other methodical approaches significantly improves continuity during moving to the creation of
a project in a new software environment. The learner during moving to a new project is often forced
to implement changes in existing programs, that’s why the awareness of the need to take care of the
modifiability of the program is quickly instilled.
Practical lessons of the course of object-oriented programming are aimed at implementing the
stages of analysis, design, modeling and programming of a given project. Now we should move to
the following project: create a class of complex numbers whose fields are the real and imaginary
parts of the number; class methods perform actions on complex numbers. Implement the
capabilities of the class to work with the object, calculating with a given accuracy, using the Taylor
series. Develop a project in object-oriented environments: C ++, Delphi, Python.
Parts of the main modules describing the structure of the class and its methods in the C ++ system
are showing here.
The structure of the class is described in the header file Complex.h
ref class Complex,
private:
Double x, y;
public:
Complex ();
Complex (Double x, Double y);
void Sum (Complex ^A, Complex ^B);
void Sub (Complex ^A, Complex ^B);
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void Multi (Complex ^A, Complex ^B);
void Div (Complex ^A, Complex ^B);
void TgA (Double eps);
void TgB (Double eps);
event Result^ ChangeValueInTable;
Descriptions of class methods are contained in the implementation file Complex.cpp (here's a part
of the Sum method description):
void Complex: Sum (Complex ^A, Complex ^B)
this->x = A->x + B->x;
this->y = A->y + B->y;
ChangeValueInTable(x, y);
The window of the visual project in C ++:

Figure 1. Visual project window.
Parts of the module describing the structure of the class and its methods in Delphi are showing here.
Type Complex=class
re,im:real;
procedure Impre (x:real);

procedure Impim (y:real);
function Outre:real;
function Outim:real;
procedure Sum (z:Complex);
procedure Sub (z:Complex);
procedure Multi (z:Complex);
procedure Div (z:Complex);
procedure TgA;
procedure TgB;
end;
Description of the Sum method in Delphi:
procedure Complex.Sum;
begin
re:=re+z.re;
im:=im+z.im;
end;
Parts of the module describing the structure of the class and the Sum method in Python are showing
here:
class TComplex=
def SetReal(self,x):
self.Real=x
def GetReal(self):
return self.Real
def SetIm(self,y):
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self.Im=x
def GetIm(self):
return self.Im
……………..
def Sum(self,z):
self.Real +=z.Real
self.Im +=z.Im
………………
The use of rules for naming identifiers and similar methodical methods significantly increases
continuity. Easy understanding of the program is an important practical principle. Using the naming
rules of identifiers incorporated in the programming system leads to the fact that as a result of using
standard names (for example, buttons "Button", labels "Label", etc.), the assignment of these
components in this program can be determined only after its careful investigation. Therefore,
identifiers that denote the names of components, methods, fields, etc., must carry a meaning.
High-quality program should not only solve an applied problem, but be easily read by any user,
because in practice, often a program developed by one programmer is passed on to another
specialist to maintenance and develop it. Thus, the object-oriented style of programming makes it
possible to take advantage of the object-oriented approach not only at the stages of designing and
constructing software systems, but also at the stages of their implementation, testing and
maintenance.
Results.
The task of teaching students to think objectively is complex. Object-oriented methodology is based
on the concepts of classes and objects. Classes form the structure of data and actions and use this
information for the construction of objects. From one class can be built more than one object at the

same time, each of them will be independent of the others. The creation of projects related to the
implementation of classes of mathematical abstractions forms object thinking at students of the
mathematical faculty.
The development of object-oriented projects includes the environment and the design object (the
problems of creating software systems, the features of a complex system, the project model, the life
cycle of the software product), the design of software products (the meaning of design, the
importance of model building, elements of software design, object-oriented analysis, design and
programming), the principles and tools of object-oriented analysis (classification and objectoriented programming, the difficulties of classification, object-oriented analysis), the principles and
tools of object-oriented designing (abstraction, encapsulation, modularity, hierarchy, typification),
the advantages of the object model.
The presented methodical approach of the implementation of classes of mathematical abstractions
and structures allows: to conduct object-oriented decomposition of the subject area (mathematical
object - complex number); to learn the UML language for building a project model; to define
logical program objects that will be implemented in various programming systems (C ++, Delphi,
Python); to analyze the systems of programming, to realize the class of complex numbers and the
structure of the program, using the features of the concrete environment; create visual projects.
CONCLUSIONS.
The peculiarities of studying the course of object-oriented programming technology are considered
in the article. Object-oriented programming is one of the most effective approaches to modern
programming. The procedural programming principle, which was used by programmers earlier, has
become obsolete over time, causing many problems for developers. These problems are solved by
object-oriented programming, which allows you to combine data and methods related to one entity,
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and work with them as one. Therefore, object-oriented programming and object-oriented
programming technology have already become an integral part of university program.
Object-oriented programming, being a largely developed discipline, includes both theoretical
justifications and a rich set of professional practices and recommendations (Barkov, 2009). To
improve the quality of teaching the "Programming" course, great attention must be paid to the
creation of object-oriented projects of mathematical structures in various environments.
The creation of object-oriented projects of modeling systems and structures contributes to the
formation at students of skills of formalization of the task, highlighting the abstractions and objects
of the subject area, structuring and implementing them. Students develop the skills to apply
software development models when creating software products, and also apply software modeling
tools.
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